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Physiological consequences of hybridization in the Australian asexual 
gecko: is all else equal between asexuality and sex? 

 
 
Sexual reproduction is predominant in the animal kingdom though there are animals that 
reproduce clonally (or asexually) existing today. Asexual reproduction simply means that the 
genetic material passed on to the next generation does not mix therefore the offspring is 
exactly the same as its parent. Due to the nature of cloning, their genetic material is of little or 
no diversity compared to sexually produced animals. Low diversity means that the clonal 
population, in the long run, is vulnerable to parasites and could potentially be wiped out. 
Though in the short term, assuming that there are no genetic differences affecting fitness (or 
the ability to survive), clones have twice the reproductive advantage over sexuals because 
they do not produce males and males are costly since they cannot reproduce. Asexual 
populations consist of only females that can reproduce naturally without having to mate. This 
is called parthenogenesis, the reproduction without fertilization and gene mixing. Transition 
to parthenogenesis, along with the modification of the number of chromosome sets (called 
polyploidy), occurs in many species complex.  
 
Parthenogenesis and polyploidy often result from hybridization (mating) between two closely 
related sexual species, yet the functional relationship between these two phenomena are 
poorly understood. Clonally reproduced animals are of interest since their history can 
vindicate us on the evolution of sex and why asexuality can still prevail. The animals used in 
my experiments consist of two closely related species of the Australian gecko Heteronotia 
binoei, the geckos that reproduce sexually plus four different lineages of parthenogenetic 
geckos that are hybrid offspring between the sexual geckos. All parthenogenetic forms of H. 
binoei have three sets of chromosome and are grouped according to their maternal lineage and 
their two same chromosome sets. Parthenogenetic lineages came from the two sexual female 
mated with opposite males.  
 
I studied the consequences of hybrid origins of parthenogenesis by comparing physiological 
traits in sexual and parthenogenetic lineages to find out if there are any differences affecting 
fitness between them. I experimented the critical thermal minimum (the minimum 
temperature at which the gecko lost its righting response), fastest running speed and walking 
endurance for all six lineages of H. binoei. I found parthenogens to have a significantly faster 
running speed and while only the one parthenogenetic lineage had a higher critical thermal 
minimum than the rest. Maternal background and chromosome bias appeared to be the main 
factors that influence the inherited physiological traits in H. binoei. I obtained significant 
maternal background effects for critical thermal minimum, running speed and walking time. 
There was significant difference in critical thermal minimum within the parthenogenetic 
lineages. The clonal forms consistently differed in physiological performances in the same 
way as the sexuals according to chromosome bias e.g. the parthenogenetic lineage with two 
same sets of chromosome as the sexual have shorter walking endurance and ran significantly 
slower than the other parthenogenetic type and sexual, but have significantly lower critical 
thermal minimum. This pattern clearly showed that, overall, the parthenogens' performance 
differentiated in the same manner as the sexuals according to the two same chromosome sets 
and maternal background. 
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Physiological consequences of hybridization and polyploidy in the 
parthenogenetic gecko Heteronotia binoei: is all else equal between 

parthenogenesis and sex? 
 
Abstract 
 
Parthenogenesis and polyploidy often result from hybridization between two closely related 
species, yet the functional relationship between these two genetic phenomena are poorly 
understood. I studied the phenotypic consequences of hybrid origins of parthenogenesis by 
comparing physiological traits in sexual and parthenogenetic lineages of the gecko 
Heteronotia binoei. All parthenogenetic forms of H. binoei are triploid, presumed to have 
originated from backcrossings between the original parthenogenetic diploid hybrid and the 
two parental lineages. Moreover, the triploid lineages are grouped into two mitochondrial 
lineages representing independent origins through reciprocal crosses between the parental 
lineages. I compared critical thermal minimum (CTmin), sprint speed and endurance for 
parthenogenetic individuals representing each combination of triploid nuclear genome and 
mitochondrial background, as well as for the diploid sexual progenitors. I found parthenogens 
to have a significantly faster mass-corrected sprint speed and insignificantly higher locomotor 
endurance while the 3N2 lineage had a higher CTmin. Parthenogens out-performed their 
sexual progenitors in certain physiological traits but not all. Mitochondrial background and 
genome dosage bias appeared to be the main factors that influence the inherited 
physiological traits in H. binoei. I obtained significant mtDNA effects for CTmin, sprint speed 
and endurance time (with mass as a covariate). I also found significant interactions between 
nuclear genome and mitochondrial DNA in the sprint speed. The clonal forms consistently 
differed in environmental niche partitions and physiological performances. This pattern 
clearly showed that all else is in fact not equal and, overall, the parthenogens' performance 
differentiated in the same manner as the sexuals according to nuclear genome bias and 
mitochondrial background. 
 


